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Abstract

Archon is a federation of physics collections with vary-
ing degrees of metadata richness. Archon uses the Open
Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting (OAI-
PMH) to harvest metadata from distributed archives. The
architecture of Archon is largely based on another OAI-
PMH digital library: Arc, a cross archive search ser-
vice. However, Archon provides some new services that
are specifically tailored for the physics community. Of
these services we will discuss approaches we used to search
and browse equations and formulae and a citation link-
ing service for arXiv and American Physical Society (APS)
archives.

1. Introduction

Archon is a federation of physics digital libraries. Ar-
chon is a direct extension of the Arc digital library [13]. Its
architecture provides the following basic services: a stor-
age service for the metadata of collected archives; a har-
vester service to collect data from other digital libraries
using the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for Metadata
Harvesting (OAI-PMH) [10]; a search and discovery ser-
vice; and a data provider service to expose the collected
metadata to other OAI harvesters. However, for Archon we
have developed services especially for physics collections
based on metadata available from the participating archives
that go beyond the required (by the OAI-PMH) unqualified
Dublin Core (DC) [22]. For example, we provide a service
to allow searching on equations embedded in the metadata.
Currently this service is based on LaTeX [11] representa-
tion of the equations (due to the nature of archives used),
but we plan to include MathML [8] representations in the
near future. We also use context-based data to search for
equations related to specific keywords or subjects. By in-
telligent template matching, a cross-archive citation service
has been developed to integrate heterogeneous collections

into one unified linking environment.

2. Overview of Archon Services

The Archon architecture is based on the Java Servlets-
based search service that was developed for Arc and ear-
lier for the Joint Training, Analysis and Simulation Cen-
ter (JTASC) [16]. This architecture is platform independent
and can work with any web server (Figure 1). Moreover,
the changes required to work with different databases are
minimal.
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Figure 1. Overall Architecture

2.1 Search Service

The search server is implemented using Java Servlets
(Figure 2). The session manager maintains one session per
user per query. It is responsible for creating new sessions
for new queries (or for queries for which a session has ex-
pired). Sessions are used because queries can return more
results (hits) than can be displayed on one page, Caching
results makes browsing through the hits faster. The session
manager receives two types of requests from the client: ei-
ther a request to process a new query (search); or a request
to retrieve another page of results for a previously submitted
query (browsing). For a search request, the session manager
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calls the index searcher that formulates a query (based on
the search parameters) and submits it to the database server
(using JDBC) then retrieves the search results. The session
manager then calls the result displayer to display the first
page. For a browsing request, the session manager checks
the existence of a previous session (sessions expire after a
specific time of inactivity). If an expired session is refer-
enced, a new session is created, the search re-executed, and
the required page displayed. In the case where the previous
session still exists, the required page is displayed based on
the cached data (which may require additional access to the
database).

2.2 Storage Service

The OAI-PMH uses unqualified Dublin Core as the de-
fault metadata set. Currently, Archon services are imple-
mented based on the data provided in the DC fields, but in
the prototype implementation we are already using richer
metadata sets. All DC attributes are saved in the database
as separate fields. The archive name and set information are
also treated as separate fields in the database for supporting
search and browse functionality. In order to improve system
efficiency, most fields are indexed using full-text properties
of the database, such as the Oracle InterMedia Server [18]
and MySQL full-text search [9]. The search engine commu-
nicates with the database using JDBC [20] and Connection
Pool [17].

2.3 Harvester

Similar to a web crawler, the Archon harvester (same as
the Arc harvester) traverses the list of data providers and
harvests metadata from them. Unlike a web crawler, the
Archon harvester performs metadata normalization, and ex-
ploits the incremental, selective harvesting defined by the
OAI-PMH. Data providers are different in data volume, par-
tition definition, service implementation quality, and net-
work connection quality: all these factors influence the har-
vesting procedure. Historical and newly published data
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Figure 2. Search Server Implementation

harvesting have different requirements. When a service
provider harvests a data provider for the first time, all past
data (historical data) needs to be harvested, followed by pe-
riodic harvesting to keep the data current. Historical data
harvests are high-volume and more stable. The harvesting
process can run once, or, as is usually preferred by large
archives, as a sequence of chunk-based harvests to reduce
data provider overhead. To harvest newly published data,
data size is not the major problem but the scheduler must be
able to harvest new data as soon as possible and guarantee
completeness – even if data providers provide incomplete
data for the current date. The OAI-PMH provides flexibility
in choosing the harvesting strategy; theoretically, one data
provider can be harvested in one simple transaction, or one
is harvested as many times as the number of records in its
collection. But in reality only a subset of this range is possi-
ble; choosing an appropriate harvesting method has not yet
been made into a formal process. We define four harvesting
types:

1. bulk-harvest of historical data

2. bulk-harvest of new data

3. one-by-one-harvest of historical data

4. one-by-one-harvest of new data

Bulk harvesting is ideal because of its simplicity for both
the service provider and data provider. It collects the en-
tire data set through a single http connection, thus avoiding
the overhead of multiple network connections. However,
bulk harvesting has two problems. First, the data provider
may not implement the optional resumptionToken flow con-
trol mechanism of the OAI-PMH, and thus may not be able
to correctly process large (but partial) data requests. Sec-
ondly, XML syntax errors and character-encoding problems
are surprisingly common and can invalidate entire large data
sets. A discussion of general issues regarding metadata vari-
ability in OAI-PMH harvesting can be found in Liu, et al.
[14].

One-by-one harvesting is used when bulk harvesting is
infeasible. However, this approach imposes significant net-
work traffic overhead for both service and data providers
since every document requires a separate http connection.
The default harvesting method for every data provider be-
gins as bulk harvest. We keep track of all harvesting trans-
actions and if errors are reported, we determine the cause
and manually tune the best harvesting approach for that data
provider.

The Arc harvester is implemented as a Java application.
At the initialization stage, it reads the system configuration
file, which includes properties such as user-agent name, in-
terval between harvests, data provider URL, and harvest-
ing method. The harvester then starts a scheduler, which
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Figure 3. Archon Interface for Searching

periodically checks and starts the appropriate task. Some
archives such as Emilio [5] were not OAI-PMH compliant.
To overcome this problem, we created a gateway that crawls
the Emilio web site and acts as a data provider to provide
metadata that is harvested into Archon (Figure 3).

2.4 Data Provider Service

The data provider service manages OAI-PMH requests
to Archon and allows Archon to act as an aggregator for the
metadata contents it harvested from other digital libraries.

3. Equations-Based Search

In Archon, many metadata records contain equations in
LaTeX and other formats. These equations are harvested as
text format and not easy for users to browse and view. It is
a value-added service to search equations by traditional text
query but present it in a user-friendly way (e.g GIF file).
By this method we build virtual metadata (images) over the
original flat text metadata. Issues that where addressed to
enable Archon to search and browse equations include:

1. Rendering of equations and embedding them into the
HTML display.

2. Identifying equations inside the metadata.

3. Filtering common meaningless equations (such as a
single � ) and incomplete equations.

4. Equation storage.

3.1 Rendering of Equations

Most of the equations available on Archon are written in
LaTeX. However, viewing enocoded LaTeX equation is not
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Figure 4. Equation Search and Display Ser-
vice Architecture

as intuitive as viewing the equations themselves, so it is use-
ful to provide a visual tool to view the equations. There are
several alternatives to display equations in a HTML page.
One alternative is to represent equations using HTML tags.
This is an appropriate choice only for simple expressions;
using this method severely limits what can be displayed
with the usual notation. A browser may not be able to prop-
erly display some special symbols, such as integral or sum-
mation symbols or Greek characters. The alternative we
chose is to write a program to convert the LaTeX equations
into an image and embed it inside the HTML page. We
implemented this tool as a Java applet.

3.2 Identifying Equations

LaTeX equations have special characters (such as $) that
mark the start and end of LaTeX strings. However, the pres-
ence of these symbols does not automatically indicate the
presence of equation. Moreover, an equation can be written
as a sequence of LaTeX strings instead of as a whole LaTeX
string. This is why we implemented a simple state machine
based program to identify equations. Some of the rules used
in this state machine are:

1. Isolate the unpaired ’$’ symbol;

2. Glue the small pieces together into the whole formula;

3. Check the close neighbors (both ends) of a LaTeX
string to obtain a complete equation.

3.3 Filtering Equations

Despite our progress to date, there are many situations
which cannot be solved by the methods described above,
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because it is impossible to distinguish if a string is a part of
formula when it is not quoted with ’$’ symbols. We have
some ”broken” formulas due to this reason. We worked
around these limitations by filtering those formulae out. We
established a ”rule book” where every rule is a pattern of
the regular expression which describes what kind of LaTeX
string is going to be dropped. Every collected LaTeX string
is checked against the rules and ay matching LaTeX strings
are removed.

Furthermore, there are also some formulae with ’ille-
gal’ LaTeX symbols. Some of these ’illegal’ symbols are
misspellings, such as a missing space or mistaken use of
the backslash symbol. Some of these symbols are user de-
fined. A general-purpose LaTeX string parser cannot prop-
erly handle them. All of these will cause a blank image or
a formula with missing parts, because the image converter
cannot pick up the corresponding display element for it. To
solve this problem, each extracted LaTeX string is screened
and strings having ’illegal’ symbols are dropped.

3.4 Equation Storage

For fast browsing, we stored the extracted equation in
a relational database. Figure 4 shows the schematic class
diagram that shows the relationships between the classes
and the relationships between the classes and the database.

Overall, we provide a novel search function, search with
equation, to our digital library. To realize this function, La-
TeX strings that are used to express equations are extracted
from the metadata records. The extracted LaTeX strings
are filtered and cleaned to eliminate errors and illegal sym-
bols. Then the clean LaTeX strings are converted into GIF
images. We have provided three search alternatives for the
user in the search interface Figure 5.

1. Search for the LaTeX string directly.

2. Display a list of all equations and the user can select
an equation visually.

3. Search for equations by subject or abstract keywords.

For example, when a user types in a word such as ’Newton’
into the ’abstract ’field in Figure 5, we will present to the
user all images of formulae that occur in the abstract of pa-
pers that contain the keyword ’Newton’. Once a user has
selected a subject entry in the box shown in Figure 5, we
again display all formulae that occur in papers categorized
as having that subject. Finally, by clicking on the formula
such as shown in Figure 6, users will receive all the records
related to this formula.

At this point we have completed this service for arXiv
and are in the process to include the other archives shown in
Figure 3. Our approach is to convert all local representation
to LaTeX and then use the currently implemented scheme.

Figure 5. Formula Search Interface

Figure 6. Formula Search Result Page
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� � � � �
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For CiteBase references, the citation information is
stored in a semi-structured string that requires heuristics to
parse. An example of a CiteBase citation is:� � � � � � � � 	 2 + � � � � � 	 I � ? �

U 2 V 2 V � 	 � � � � � 2 > �  ? 2 + � H 2 � � � � 2 < [ \ ] ^ _ ` < _ b b \
� # � � � � � � � 	 2 + � � � � � 	 I � ? �

In this case, we implemented a simple state machine
based program to parse the citation information. The state
machine tries to match the citation against several pre-
defined patterns. Some patterns are:

1. Creators, article title, journal short title, volume, issue,
start page, year

2. Creators, article title, journal short title, volume, issue,
start page-end page, year

3. Creators, journal short title, volume, issue (year), start
page

4. Creators year journal short title, volume, issue, start
page

Since no uniform format is defined, normalization and other
heuristic processing are necessary. For example, our heuris-
tic algorithm will identify “Phys. Lett.”, “Phys. Lett. B 15”,
“Phys. Lett 15B”, “Phys. Letter B 15” as the same journal.

4.3 Match between citations and documents

The OpenURL metadata sets almost cover every field
that is necessary to identify a document. But document
and citation only use a subset of these fields. It is possible
that some documents use only the first author and article ti-
tle while others use journal title, volume number and start
page. In our approach, we use multiple rules to match cita-
tions and documents based on what kind of the information
is present.

Despite our effort, there are many cases that a reference
fails to match any document in our collections. There are
two possibilities: the referred document does not exist in
our collection or the referred document exists in our collec-
tion but the matching algorithm failed to find the document

 

Figure 8. Reference Display in Archon

 

Figure 9. Initial Result of References Process-
ing in Archon

Our approach is to compute the similarity between the
citation and documents to find possible links. The possible
links are presented to the user if the similarity is larger than
a pre-defined threshold. The advantage of this approach is
that it gives users some possible links in which users may
be interested.

Since Archon harvests from various data sources, the
same document may exist in more than one source. For ex-
ample, there is significant overlap between arXiv and APS.
To address this problem, we developed algorithms to detect
duplicate documents. The duplication is presented the user
and we leave the user to select the appropriate copy.

Figure 8 shows the user interface of reference informa-
tion. Figure 9 shows number of references identified be-
tween APS (a subset of the journal Physical Review D) and
arXiv. The number of unidentified or unknown references
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is currently large, but we are addressing this number by ap-
plying more intelligent normalization techniques to identify
references.

5. Discussion and Future Work

Future work will include updating the Archon harvester
and data provider to be compliant with OAI-PMH 2.0,
which was released in June 2002 and will run concurrently
with OAI-PMH 1.1 until the end of 2002. At that time,
OAI-PMH 2.0 will be the only version officially sanctioned
by the OAI. Fortunately, OAI-PMH 2.0 represents an incre-
mental evolution of version 1.1, so conversion will not be
difficult. Usage of unqualified DC as a common metadata
format in OAI-PMH proves to be very helpful for building a
quick prototype. However, richer metadata formats are es-
sential for building a richer service. All of the data providers
harvested by Archon support metadata formats richer than
unqualified DC. Specific parser and citation extraction algo-
rithm have been developed for each of these metadata for-
mats. We consider a standard and rich metadata format for
scholarly communication is essential for building richer ser-
vice over a large number of heterogeneous data providers.

We also plan to continue to refine the equation and ci-
tation services. For the equations, we plan to define cat-
egories of equations and allow ”fielded” searching within
those categories of equations. We believe this will increase
the precision of equation-based searching. We also created
some interfaces for equation search and we are planning to
adapt these interfaces to be easier to use from the user point
of view. For the citation linking service, we intend to in-
crease the accuracy of our citation parsing and more fully
support the OpenURL reference linking framework.

In summary, we created Archon, a digital library for
physics. We added services for easier search and browsing
of archives as well as their related documents. Our collec-
tion includes several OAI-PMH compliant repositories such
as arXiv and non OAI-PMH compliant repositories such as
Emilio. Other projects like CiteBase, Cyclades [4] and Torii
[2] also provide value-added service for physical collections
and we plan to compare these services and explore the pos-
sibility of cross service linking. At this point it is only our
contention that adding equation based search and full cross-
linking across all participating archives is a valuable ser-
vice. In the months to come we will perform user testing
to see if these service are welcomed by the physics com-
munity. Our prototype implementation has implemented
standard ways to ingest metadata of different degree of so-
phistication and representation and make use of them in a
meaningful way.
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